Garage Queen
RESELLER COMMISSION AGREEMENT
This COMMISSION AGREEMENT (called hereafter “AGREEMENT”) is between:
Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________________
City: __________________________________________ State: ________________ Zip Code: ____________
(hereinafter “REPRESENTATIVE”), an individual or company, and BBTS (hereinafter “OWNER”), [Business
By The Sea] as indicated herein.
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, subject only to the customer accounts referred to www.garagequeen.com and listed within the prefix to the telephone
number of the REPRESENTATIVE, REPRESENTATIVE wants to represent the OWNER and documentation identified in literature for
products and services provided by BBTS for www.garagequeen.com.
WHEREAS, the OWNER will guarantee exclusivity on new customer accounts listed in the REPRESENTATIVE’s telephone pre-fix as
long as REPRESENTATIVE pays for their www.garagequeen.com account annually.
WHEREAS, OWNER has granted exclusive rights to REPRESENTATIVE for all customers connect with the REPRESENTATIVE’s
telephone pre-fix paying the annual fee for listing their items for sale.
WHEREAS, the telephone pre-fix is defined as the first three (3) numbers in the REPRESENTATIVE’s telephone number, i.e. where
(949) being the area code, and 306 is the pre-fix to the telephone number where 306-8503 is the REPRESENTATIVE’s telephone.
WHEREAS, address for the OWNER is:
Business By The Sea
24331 Muirlands Blvd, Unit 4-125
Lake Forest, CA 92630
NOW, THEREFORE, for the good faith and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged,
OWNER and REPRESENTATIVE, intending to be legally bound, hereby agree as follows:

COMMISSION
Effective as of [___________________] and for a period of one (1 year), and continuing thereafter unless cancelled by either party,
starting on the effective date of this Agreement, subject to the rights reserved and retained herein, OWNER shall pay REPRESENTATIVE commission on all telephone pre-fix that are connected with REPRESENTATIVES’s telephone number. REPRESENTATIVE is
not required to contact any other customer in his telephone pre-fix. All commissions are paid on the 10th of the month after receiving the
fees from the new www.garagequeen.com customer. REPRESENTATIVE shall receive a minimum of five dollars ($5) on each telephone
pre-fix connected with the REPRESENTATIVES paid telephone number. REPRESENTATIVE shall receive a maximum of fifty
thousand dollars ($50,000) on all telephone pre-fix’s connected with the REPRESENTATIVES telephone number.

ADDRESS
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement under signatures effective as of the
date herein.
[OWNER] Dated: ______________________________

[REPRESENTATIVE] Dated: _________________________

Business By The Sea

Name: ______________________________________________

24331 Muirlands Blvd, Unit 4-125

Telephone: __________________________________________

Lake Forest, CA 92630

eMail: ______________________________________________

800.477.2334 or 949.306.8503
patrick@tarziantechnology.com

Signature __________________________

Signature _______________________________

Note: REPRESENTATIVE is an independent business person and is not an employee or agent. REPRESENTATIVE is paid
by check or deposit into REPRESENTATIVES account or by USMail based on W-9 status reported on a 1099 form.
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